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A grave is a hole in the ground, a resting place,
For a body to stay
Until the decaying begins
And turns the body into dust and fragments.
A	grave	is	like	the	final	dance	of	the	song,
When the ballerinas are waving their hands
To their parents, to their friends,
To their fans.
It’s the place in the dirt in the ground
That the body lies within.
It is for the living not the dead.
Like a shrine, a grave becomes a place for memory,
For	reflection,	for	an	epitaph,
Like	the	dedication	of	one’s	final	novel.
Here lies, says the stone.
And the grave exists as
The only thing reminding us
That this person existed.
The grave is a relic,
A ship in a bottle,
A sculpture or a statue
In	a	garden	of	wilting	flowers
And concrete slabs.
It outlives and outlasts its residents,
And becomes a book of history for the future to remember.
A grave is something to visit when the world
Feels heavy and the passed are the only ones you want to hold you.
But they can’t,
So you stand before their grave and let the memories hold you instead.




Because, really, a grave is just a place
For the memories to live.
It’s just a place to visit when the air grows brisk
And the sky turns dark
And threatens to cry upon the trees
As the boughs break and shake.
The grave is there as an adieu to the world
The body no longer knows,
And as a solace for the people
The body no longer remembers.
